
Notes for Finance 325

TA: Gabriel Martinez-Roa∗

1 Lecture on 09/09/2019

TOPICS: (Chapter 7)

1. Investment decision rules

(a) Payback period

(b) NPV: Net Present Value ***

(c) IRR: Internal Rate of Return

(d) PI: Profitability Index

(e) MIRR: Modified Internal Rate of Return

1.1 Investment decision rules

A) Payback Period

• Intuition: The Payback period is the length of time required for a project to return the investment (in

present value).

• Formula: The formula to find the PP depends on the cashflow for the project. A general method

(though not necessarily the most efficient) is to look at the NPV of the project by truncating the cash

flows up to time t and iteratively increase t until the NPV becomes zero. The PP assumes that the

structure of payments is “standard” (costs firsts, then benefits).

∗Disclaimer: This lecture notes outline is not meant to be comprehensive. It does not contain the valuable examples presented in
class, for example. You are expected to attend lectures, read the chapters in your book and work on the questions presented at the end
of each chapter.
- I appreciate your collaboration in identifying any mistakes. I constantly keep the outline updated (see the date in the beginning of
the file). If you find an error, please contact me: gamartinez@wisc.edu.
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B) Net Present Value

• The NPV is the addition of all present and future cash flows discounted appropriately based on the

expected market interest rates and the time where the cash flows are realized. It is the most important

indicator to make investment decisions.

• The NPV profile is a curve that represents the NPV of the project for different discount rates. It gives

a more nuanced recommendation by showing how the value of the project fluctuates with changes in

the market interest rates.

• Formula:

NPV “
8
ÿ

t“0

1

p1` rqt
CFt

where CFt is the cash flow received (or payed) at the end of period t1.

• Intuition: The NPV makes all payoffs comparable by “translating” them into dollars in the present

and then comparing the benefits with the costs.

C) Internal Rate of Return

• Intuition: If the market interest rates are lower than the IRR AND the structure of the payments is

standard (all investment first, then positive cashflows), then the NPV of the project is positive, and

viceversa.

• The IRR is the constant interest rate that will yield a zero NPV for the project given the structure of

cash flows. So if measures the maximum discount rate for which the project will still be profitable.

• Formula: It is the value of r that solves the following equation:

0 “
8
ÿ

t“0

1

p1` rqt
CFt ñ NPV prq “ 0

• Notice that the IRR does convey information about the average return of your project, but the realized

average return is in general different, since the return of the project depends on the actual interest rates

available in the market.

• Caveat: If the structure of payments is not standard, the IRR can be misleading when making invest-

ment decisions.
1I have implicitly assumed that the discount rate r is constant. In general the discount rate can be different for every period; for

example using the yield curve.
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Comparing Projects

1. NPV ranking. The larger the NPV, the more desirable the project is.

2. IRR ranking. If projects are comparable (similar size and duration), the larger the IRR the better. If

two projects are not comparable, we can use the incremental IRR. That is the IRR of the difference of

cashflows. So the incremental IRR is meaningful if the resulting cashflows is “Standard”.

2 Lecture on 09/11/2019

TOPICS: (Chapters 7 and 8 )

1. Investment decision rules

(d) PI: Profitability Index

(e) MIRR: Modified IRR

2. Risky Cash Outflows

3. Decision Tree Analysis

4. Capital Budgeting

2.1 Investment decision rules

D) Profitability Index

• Intuition: This index complements the NPV by giving a notion of rate of return on every dollar

invested. It tells you the ratio of benefits and costs in present value.

• Formula:

PI “
NPV

PVCosts
“
PVBen ´ PVCosts

PVCosts
“

PVBen
PVCosts

´ 1

E) Modified IRR

• We know that the IRR has some limitations: Assumes the pattern of cash flows is “standard”, Assumes

that reinvestment is at IRR, susceptible to multiple solutions, etc.

• Intuition: The MIRR evaluates future cash flows at the market ratios (instead of the IRR) to convey

some information about the rate of return of the project.
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• Formula: It is the value of r that solves the following equation

PVCosts “
FVBen
p1` rqT

where T is the duration of the project2.

2.2 Risky Cash Outflows

• When Cashflows are risky, we should use a larger discount rate to account for it. We will learn how

to correctly account for the risks.

3 Lecture on 09/16/2019

TOPICS:

1. Decision tree analysis

2. Projects with growth option

3. Projects with unequal lives

4. Capital budgeting - Chapter 8

3.1 Decision tree analysis

• In many projects, the cash flows are uncertain. At different points in the future, the project can follow

paths with different success. Decision trees help you visualize all the possible alternatives, and the

probabilities for each branch of payoff flows. to correctly calculate the NPV, one must compute the

NPV of each branch, multiply it by the probability of that particular branch to occur and then add

them all together.

• Caveats: In order for the calculation to be valid, one must correctly specify the payoffs for each branch.

This ofter requires being careful about when can a project’s losses be capped. For example, if the

project is loosing money, one must be careful about, when will you realize the project should be

terminated, and how fast can you actually terminate the company (there might be a delay due to

worker rights, etc).
2The MIRR solves some of the problems the IRR has, but lacks some theoretical foundations. Must be used with caution.
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3.2 Projects with growth option

• When projects have the property that at a future point in time the project may be successful and win

x million dollars or be a failure and lose y million dollars. we say that the project give the option of

growth. The key word here is “option”. This means that investing in the project gives you the right

to realize the positive payoffs if the project is successful, but also to avoid the loses if it fails. When

calculating the NPV this asymmetry must be accounted for.

3.3 Projects with unequal lives

• Suppose you are deciding between two machines with different initial costs, yearly maintenance costs

and different times at which they must be replaced. In order to properly compare this two machines

you can compute their Equivalent Annuity. To do so you can follow the following algorithm:

1. Compute the NPV of the costs of each machine before they get replaced. Say machine A lasts tA

periods and B lasts tB periods.

2. For each project, find the annuity received that will yield the same NPV, at the interest rate

considered and a horizon equal to tx.

3. Now you can compare the cost of each machine by comparing their equivalent annuities.

3.4 Capital budgeting

• Include:

1. Opportunity costs: E.g. even if you own the plant of production, you must input the cost of

using it, by considering other productive uses it could have.

2. Side effects (externalities): E.g. If a new line of products will steal market from older product

lines, this externalities should be considered as costs for the new product lines.

• Don’t include

1. Sunk costs: Bygones are bygones.

2. Interest expense: The interest paid depends on how you fund a project. You must consider the

decision of how to fund a project as a separate problem.
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4 Lecture on 09/18/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 8)

1. Capital budgeting

2. Break-even Analysis

4.1 Capital budgeting

• Cash outflows:

1. Fixed Investment

2. Net Working Capital Investment

=Current assets - Current liabilities

=(Cash Inventory, ST receivables)-(ST payables, accruals, etc)

• Cash Inflows

1. Operating Cash flows

= NI+Depreciation

=Sales-costs-taxes

=(sales-costs)(1´ τ )+Depr(τ )3

• Free Cash Flow (FCF):

This is the difference between Cash inflows and Cash outflows. When calculating NPV, you want to

use the FCF in each period for your computations.

• By looking at the FCF we take into account the project’s effect on taxes, depreciation, etc.

• If the project has a salvage value at the end of its depreciation horizon, the taxes on this salvage value

depend on how much of the project was depreciated. If all of it was depreciated (so it has a book

value of zero) all of it is taxable, etc.

3This is the depreciation tax shield
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5 Lecture on 09/23/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 8, 14)

1. Capital budgeting

2. Break-even Analysis

3. Capital structure in a perfect market

(Skip chapter 12 for now)

5.1 Capital budgeting

• Equivalent Annual Cost: If you have a project that has cashflows that vary over the horizon N of the

project you can always compute an equivalent annuity that lasts the same N periods but has constant

cashflows.

• To compute the EAC, simply find the PV of the project and solve for the PMT given the number of

periods N and the discount rate, r using standard techniques like a financial calculator.

• The EAC is specially useful for comparing the costs of buying machines that have different periodicity

with which they need to be replaced.

5.2 Break-even Analysis

• It is often useful to calculate the value of sales/revenue at which the company break-even. It provides

information regarding the minimum level of sales for the company to not lose money.

• You can define several break-even points. Here are some common examples of break-even levels:

1. OCF=0: This is a short run measure where sales are enough to cover costs and taxes.

2. NI=0: It can be read as accounting profits being zero.

3. NPV: This is the LR measure that includes the fixed investments and changes in NWC. It char-

acterizes the minimum level of sales that justify investing in the project.

The breakeven level of sales weakly increases when you go down the above list.
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6 Lecture on 09/25/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 8, 14)

1. Break-even Analysis

2. Capital structure in a perfect market

(Skip chapter 12 for now)

6.1 Capital budgeting

• To compute the breakeven sales that ensure a zero NPV you can follow this algorithm:

1. Find an equation that expresses a typical year’s OCF in terms of sales. (it must subtract costs,

and taxes).

2. Find the present value of the initial investment minus the present value of the salvage value

(correctly adjusted by taxes depending on our depreciation strategy) and the present value of

the cash flows due to changes in NWC.

3. Find the OCF that if received for the N periods that the project lasts will have a present value

equal to the value computed in (2).

4. Find the value of sales that make the OCF being equal to the value you found in (3).

• Note that you could repeat this analysis for many other variables, like unit price of your good, cost of

production, units sold, cost of capital, etc.

• Robustness: you want to compare your break-even points with your forecast scenarios, for example

it is convenient to estimate a best case scenario and a worst case scenario (optimistic vs. pessimistic)

and gauge the likelihood of the project being profitable and make a more informed decision.

• Scenario Analysis: Instead of simply considering the effect of a change in a single variable, you can

also consider several variables changing. Note that the possibilities of robust analysis is countless, so

you want to focus on the ones that you deem more likely.

6.2 Capital structure in a perfect market

6.2.1 Capital structure

• Financial leverage “ D
D`E where D is the debt and E is the equity used to finance a project.
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• If a project is fully financed with equity, the return on the project is equal to the return on equity.

• As a stock holder, you really care about the return on equity.

• If the company is leveraged, the return on equity is riskier. It can be significantly larger than the

return on the project if the return on the project is good. However, the return on equity can also be

significantly lower than the return on the project if the project underperforms.

• Being leveraged is risky for the simple reason that you have to payback the debt regardless of the

performance of your project.

6.2.2 Perfect Market

• Definition: (by Modigliani and Miller)

1. No taxes, no transaction costs, etc

2. Financing decisions don’t affect cash flows of projects

3. Everybody can trade the same securities at the same competitive prices. (No asym. information)

7 Lecture on 09/30/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 14)

1. Capital structure in a perfect market

2. M & M I

3. M & M II

4. Beta

5. Leveraged Recapitalization

6. Common Fallacies

(Exam Location: 2080 Grainger)
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7.1 Capital structure in a perfect market - M & M I

• M & M Proposition I:

- In a perfect capital market, PV pfirmq “ PV pCash Flows to Firmq and it is not affected by the firm’s

capital structure.

• Equity & Debt Financing

1. If the project is financed only through equity, rassets “ runlevered equity “ rproject.

2. When you finance at least some of your project with debt, the return on your equity changes;

it becomes more volatile. However, the return on the project is unaffected due to the above

proposition. Furthermore, the return on the project is the weighted average of the return on debt

and the return on equity:

ru “

ˆ

D

D ` E

˙

rD `

ˆ

E

D ` E

˙

rE “ rwacc (1)

where ru is the return on the project or on the unlevered equity, E : is the equity (leveraged), D

is the debt and rWACC is the weighted average cost of equity.

3. Homemade Leverage: If you have access to a project, but want a higher return on equity4, you

can (usually) achieve the desired return on equity by financing some of the project with debt. You

simply need to fine-tune how much to leverage. Conversely, if your desired return on equity is

lower than the project’s return you can fine-tune how much money to lend.

7.2 Capital structure in a perfect market - M & M II

• M & M Proposition II:

- Cost of Leveraged Equity “ Cost of unlevered equity ` Premium proportional to the firm’s D{E ratio.

• From equation(1):

rE “ ru `
D

E
pru ´ rDq (2)

• Note that the sign of the premium depends on whether the return on the project is higher or lower

than the cost of debt. That is the return on leveraged equity is higher than that of unlevered equity if

and only if ru ą rD.
4Remember that the higher return comes with higher risk or volatility, so it is not obvious that you would always like more return.
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8 Lecture on 10/02/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 14)

1. Risk-free debt

2. Beta

3. Leveraged Recapitalization

4. Two Fallacies

8.1 Risk-free debt

• Risk-free debt is a debt contract that pays the same return regardless of the performance of the project.

• For most companies, even if they issue debt that promises to pay a fixed return regardless of perfor-

mance is not entirely risk-free. The company can declare bankruptcy if the performance is sufficiently

low and relinquish paying its debt.

• The risk of a project is independent of financing. Therefore, issuing debt or equity simply transfers

risk from one agent to another one.

• If a company issues risk-free debt, the shareholders keep all the risk of the project. Conversely if the

company issues debt that is not risk-free, then both debt holders and stock holders share the risk of

the project.

8.2 β: Beta

• Beta describes the relationship between the market return and the project’s return.

• Intuition The larger the beta is, the more the project’s return return increases when the market’s

return goes up, AND the more the project’s return decreases when the market’s return goes down. In

summary, the larger the beta, the more risky is the project’s return.

• As a consequence, the β on leveraged equity is necessarily higher than for un-leveraged equity5

• Either from equation (1) or (2) you can see the precise relationship between leveraged and un-leveraged

equity:

βE “ βu `
D

E
pβu ´ βDq (3)

5Formally, this requires debt to be risk-free or with relatively little risk, which is the case for the most part.
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if debt is risk-free, βD “ 0; so

βE “

ˆ

1`
D

E

˙

βu

• Intuition The total risk of the company is the sum of two components. The first one is the risk as-

sociated with the volatility of the industry or market in which the company operates - the business

risk. The second one is the financial risk, which is the added risk coming from the way the company

is financed. βu measures the first component, while βE measures the total risk.

• In general we can measure in the data βE , βD and D
E so equation (3) helps us figure out the intrinsic

risk of the project given the industry it is in and the market it operates in.

8.3 Leveraged Recapitalization

• Borrowing cash to repurchase stock does not intrinsically change the price of the stock.

• Why? - Under perfect markets (like in Chapter 14 of the textbook) financing decisions are NPV=0

transactions, and the price of the stock depends only on the NPV of the company.

8.4 Two Fallacies

1. Stock repurchases raise stock price. NO, even though there is less shares and they may be more

valuable, the company is more levered, so equity is riskier. This two effects cancel out in a perfect

market.

2. New stock issuance and sale to the market reduces stock price. NOT necessarily. Even though there

is more abundance of stock, the company can use the money collected from new stock to decrease its

liabilities and make each stock more profitable.

9 Lecture on 10/09/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 15)

0. EPS vs Stock Price (Chapter 14)

1. Debt and Taxes

2. Permanent Debt vs Target D/E Ratio

3. Leveraged Recapitalization
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4. Personal Taxes

9.0 EPS vs Stock Price

• The price of stock is the net present value of all future earnings per share (EPS)

EPS “
NI

# of shares
Ps “

EPS

rE

where Ps is the price of stock and rE is the required return on (levered) equity.

• Leverage and EPS: What happens if a company borrows and repurchases shares:

– The number of shares decreases, and usually the (EPS) increases6.

– Notice that the price of stock increases with the EPS and decreases with the discount rate. Since

leverage increased along with the increase in EPS, the return on stock is riskier so the discount

rate increases too. The net effect on stock prices is not obvious.

– In fact, if the market is perfect (as in chapter 14), – especially if there are no taxes – the two effects

exactly cancel out and the price of stock does not change.

• Does a repurchase always raise the EPS?

– Not necessarily. Though the repurchase decreases the number of outstanding shares, it may also

reduce the NI by an equal or larger proportion. Therefore, the EPS may decrease.

9.1 Debt and Taxes

• When a company is levered, the taxes paid decrease. This is because the interest expenses are de-

ducted from EBIT, and taxes are applied on EBT.

• This savings on taxes are an interest tax shield= (Interest expenses)¨(tax rate).

• By reducing the amount of taxes paid, the cashflows to investors (both debt holders and equity hold-

ers) increases. We conclude that:

V levered “ V unlevered ` PV pinterest tax shieldq

where V is the value of the firm.
6The change in capital structure has no effect on the companies NI, and EPS=NI/(# of shares).
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• Therefore the value of the company is no longer neutral to the capital structure! Remember that if

there are no taxes, then V levered “ V unlevered.

10 Lecture on 10/14/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 15)

1. Debt and Taxes

2. Leveraged Recapitalization

3. Personal Taxes

10.0.1 Permanent Debt vs Target D/E Ratio

• We saw that now the amount of dect affects the value of the company. We have two main way to

figure out the present value of the tax shield.

• Permanent Debt (for example a perpetuity)Ñ

PV pinterest tax shieldq “ PV pτc ¨Annual interest paymentsq

“ τc ¨ PV pAnnual interest paymentsq

“ τc ¨D

• Target D{E ratio (analogously, the D
E`D fraction):

rWACC “
D

E `D
rE `

D

E `D
rDp1´ τcq

“
D

E `D
rE `

D

E `D
rD ´

„

D

E `D
rDτc



(4)

• Note that the more leverage, the more the company saves in taxes, so its required return decreases,

and the value increases.7

• Example. Suppose the following information about a company and you want to calculate the PV of

the interest tax shield:

– FCF1 “ 4.25M

7Next chapter we explore the negative effects of a higher leverage. It increases the risk of bankruptcy
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– Growth rate of FCF “ 4%

– rE “ 10%, rD “ 6%, τc “ 35%

– Target DE “ 0.5 (i.e. D
E`D “

1
3 )

1. Find the pre-tax WACC:
1

3
p10%q `

2

3
p6%q “ 8.67%

2. Find the value of the company using the above:

V u “
$4.25M

0.0867´ 0.04
“ $91M

3. Find WACC with taxes and the value of the levered company

1

3
p10%q `

2

3
p6%qp1´ 0.35q “ 7.97%

V l “
$4.25M

0.0797´ 0.04
“ $107M

4. PV pinterest tax shieldq “ V levered ´ V unlevered “ 107M ´ 91M “ 16M

10.1 Leveraged Recapitalization

• Suppose we now borrow (in permanent debt) to repurchase shares.

– The price of the stock will go up. Importantly, not because you repurchase stocks and they are

more scarce. The price goes up, but because raising debt means the company will save in taxes

(interest tax shield). In fact the action of repurchasing stock will not affect the price.

11 Lecture on 10/16/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 15 AND 16)

1. Leveraged Recapitalization

2. Personal Taxes

3. Financial distress

4. Agency relationships
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11.1 Leveraged Recapitalization

• When there is no taxes, and markets are perfect, we know that leveraging the company to re-purchase

shares has no effect on the price of the shares. This is because even though the companies equity will

decrease (it is now debt), there will be less shares, so the ratio of these two (which determines the

price of shares) remains constant.

• In contrast, when there are taxes, the exact cancelation of effects that occurred before no longer occurs.

because debt is not taxed, the company will pay less taxes, thus increasing the company’s value.

• In reality the process of repurchasing pay affect the price of the company even if there was no tax

shield. Usually the company management knows more about the company than share holders. There

is information asymmetry. The re-purchase of shares may be interpret as good or bad news about

the company and affect the perceived value of the company.

11.2 Personal Taxes

• Personal income tax

– τi: Tax on income

– τe: Tax on equity (dividends and capital gains taxes)

• Corporate income tax: τc paid over EBT

• Suppose that EBIT “ $1, then

– Bond holders receive $1p1´ τiq

– Stockholders receive $1p1´ τcqp1´ τiq

• Effective tax advantage of debt:

τ˚ “
p1´ τiq ´ p1´ τcqp1´ τeq

1´ τi

“ 1´
p1´ τcqp1´ τeq

1´ τi

• Though in actuality V L “ V U ` τ˚D, often as an analyst we lack the information to compute τ˚, so

we replace it for τc as an approximation.

• Tax shields:
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– Interest tax shield

– Depreciation tax shield

– Investment tax shield

– Employee stock options.

11.3 Financial Distress and Bankruptcy

• Bankruptcy occurs whenever the value of the company drops below its debt obligations.

• In general, bankruptcy is costly, that is, the mere act of going bankrupt further decreases the value of

the company.

12 Lecture on 10/21/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 16)

1. Financial distress & leverage

2. Agency costs of leverage

3. Agency benefits of leverage

4. Asymmetric Information

12.1 Financial distress & leverage

• When financial distress occurs, equity holders earn less. If the distress is large enough, even the debt

holders might earn less if the whole value of the company is not enough to pay debt holders and

declares bankruptcy. However, we say that bankruptcy is costly only if the value of the company in

bankruptcy is lower than if it was an all-equity firm.

• Costs of Financial Distress (& Bankruptcy)

– Direct costs: litigations costs, lawyers, etc. Usually these less important than the indirect costs.

– Indirect costs: Loss of customers, suppliers, employers, receivables, fire sale of assets, inefficient

liquidation, costs to creditors, etc.

• The expected costs of financial distress is a function of: 1) the probability of financial distress and 2)

the magnitude of costs if in distress.
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– Where, the probability of financial distress is a function, in turn, of 1) the overall business risk

(this depends on the sector the company operates in, 2) the level of leverage of the company.

– We have seen that the business risk is the difference between the risk free rate and the rate that

would be required if the company was an all-equity firm (a constant), the financial risk is the

premium due to having a positive leverage.

12.2 Agency costs of leverage

1. Over-investment

• When a company is leveraged and the company goes into financial distress, it is more likely for

the company to undertake investments with negative NPV, but with at least some probability

of the company not going bankrupt. This is because conditional on going bankrupt, bigger or

smaller losses make no difference for the company.

2. Under-investment

• Similarly, if a company is levered and undergoing financial distress, it might not undertake in-

vestments with positive NPV. This is because, conditional on being in distress, the company

might need to pay more of the positive returns to debt-holders in order to fully re-pay its debt.

the benefit of doing profitable investments is lower.

3. Cashing out

• Importantly, this agency problems only occur when the level of leverage is so high that the equity

holders do not suffer all the costs of undertaking bad investment, neither all the benefits of good

investments, etc.

• Debt holders can restrict, by contract, what stockholders and managers can do. Here are some exam-

ples:

1. Investment policy: restrictions on taking investments that are too risky.

2. Financial policy: restriction on issuing new debt that is senior to current debt.

3. Payout policy: restriction on dividend payouts to be done only after debt re-payed.

• Other ways to limit the risk to debt holders is by issuing short term debt
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12.3 Agency benefits of leverage

1. Concentration of ownership: When the company is more levered, there are less equity holders, so

more ownership on the success or failure of the company

2. Free cash flow hypothesis: When the company is more levered, equity holders have less cash in hand

which reduces the temptation to undertake wasteful actions, or investments

3. Leverage vs. commitment: Leverage is a way to commit to not raise wages, or increase other produc-

tion costs.

• We conclude that the value of a levered company is as follows:

V L “ V U ` PV pInterest tax shieldq

´PV pFinancial distress costsq

´PV pAgency costs of leverageq

`PV pAgency benefits of leverageq (5)

13 Lecture on 10/23/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 16 AND 18)

1. Debt overhang and under-investment

2. The leverage ratchet effect

3. Asymmetric Information and capital structure

4. Capital budgeting and valuation

(a) WACC method

(b) APV method

(c) FCFE method

13.1 Leverage and under-investment

• I : Amount invested by equity holders in a new project

• E: Market value of firm’s equity
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• D: Market value of firm’s debt

Whenever there is an investment with a positive NPV, the

∆E `∆D “ I `NPV

• Equity holders benefit if I ă ∆E

This is because in that case ∆D ă NPV ; I.e. not all NPV goes to debt holders.

• Combining the two last inequalities we have

PI “
NPV

I
ą

∆D

∆E
,

that is, the PI of a project must be larger than the ratio of the change of debt over the change in equity.

• Intuition: The profitability of the project must be large enough so that it not only benefits debt holders,

but also equity holders.

• Since βD “
∆D{D

∆A and βE “
∆E{E

∆A , we can solve for ∆D and ∆E and replace in the equation above to

get:

PI “
NPV

I
ą
βD
βE

ˆ

D

E

˙

ą 0.

where βD is the sensitivity of debt to changes in the value of assets8, and similar for βE .

• Main insight: When debt is large enough or if the benefits of a new project will be partially shared

with debt holders (for example if the company is in financial distress), then the company will only

undertake projects whose profitability is larger than βD

βE

`

D
E

˘

as opposed to simply larger than 0. We

have shown that companies will underinvest.

13.3 Asymmetric Information

• When valuing a company, outside investors understand that the people working inside the company

have better information about the expected performance of the company or its prospects for growth,

etc.

• The actions of the CEO,CFO, etc are, thus, taken as a signal to investors about the actual value of the

company.

8If you are familiar with the term, βD is the elasticity of the market value of debt with respect to the market value of assets. The
last equation is important because we can use econometric techniques to estimate elasticities.
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• For example: If the company issues more stock, without a clear rationale, like to finance growth, etc.

Outside investors can interpret it as a sign that insiders think the company’s stock is over-priced.

Therefore, a capital structure decision that, in principle, might not have an effect on the price of stock

can end up reducing its price because of asymmetric information.

• Notice that external investors can get pessimistic about the value of the company, even if the issuing

of equity should have been interpeted as a sign of a growing company.

• Due to this concerns, we can rank what are the best ways to finance projects as follows:

• Pecking Order Hypothesis

1. Internal Funds (Retained earnings)

2. External funds

(a) Debt first

(b) Equity second

14 Lecture on 10/28/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 18)

1. Capital Budgeting and Valuation (3 Methods)

(a) WACC method

(b) APV method

(c) FCFE method

2. Project-based cost of capital

3. Other leverage policies

4. Securities mispricing
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14.1 Capital Budgeting and Valuation

• Consider the following example:

Sales

´Costs

´Depr

EBIT

´Tax

NIpunleveredq

`DeprpÑ OCF q

´Capital expenditures

´Increases in NWC

FCF

A L

Cash 20M 320M Debt

ExistAssets 600M 300M Equity

620M 620M

For the parent firm (AVCO), we have:

Cost of Capital: Debt = 6%, Equity=10%, τ “ 25%, D
E`D “ 0.5.

Project (RFX): Initial investment= $29M , Positive Cashflows from period 1 to 4 = $21M

Assume:

– Firm maintains a constant D
E`D constant

– Corporate taxes are the only imperfecton

–

14.1.1 a) WACC Method

rWACC “

ˆ

E

E `D

˙

rE `

ˆ

D

E `D

˙

rDp1´ τCq

“
300

600
p10%q `

320´ 20

600
p6%qp1´ 0.25q “ 7.25%

ñ V L0 “
21M

1.0725
`

21M

p1.0725q2
`

21M

p1.0725q3
`

21M

p1.0725q4
“ 70.73M

ñ NPV “ $70.73M ´ $29M “ $41.73M

• At time zero, debt has to be 70.73M
2 “ 35.365M

• AVCO can add this new debt by 1) reducing cash, 2) borrowing
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• Assume AVCO uses $ 20M of its cash and borrows $15.365M new debt

• Since only $29M is required for the project, AVCO returns $6.365 to shareholders.

A L

Cash ´ 335.365M Debt

OldAssets 600M

RFX 70.73 335.365M Equity

670.73M 670.73M

• Notice that the debt capacity changes over the life of the project, some debt must be retired over time.

t 0 1 2 3 4

FCF ´29 21 21 21 21

V u 70.73 54.86 37.84 19.58 ´

D 35.37 27.43 18.92 9.79 ´

14.1.2 b) APV Method

V L “ V u ` PV pinterest tax shieldq

ru “
E

E `D
rE `

D

E `D
rD

“
300

600
p10%q `

300

600
p6%q “ 8%

This is the pre-tax WACC, unlevered cost of capital.

ñ V u “
21M

1.08
`

21M

p1.08q2
`

21M

p1.08q3
`

21M

p1.08q4
“ 69.55M

t 0 1 2 3 4

FCF ´29 21 21 21 21

V u 69.55 54.12 37.45 19.44 ´

D 30 20 10 5 ´

int. paid ´ 1.80 1.20 0.60 0.30

ITS ´ 0.45 0.30 0.15 0.08

PV pITSq 0.85 0.47 0.20 0.07 ´

V L 70.40 54.58 37.65 19.51 ´
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However, this table is wrong, because the debt was randomly chosen and does not satisfy the desired

debt to equity ratio. Instead, you want:

t 0 1 2 3 4

FCF ´29 21 21 21 21

V u 69.55 54.12 37.45 19.44 ´

D 35.37 27.43 18.92 9.79 ´

int. paid ´ 2.12 1.65 1.14 0.59

ITS ´ 0.53 0.41 0.28 0.15

PV pITSq 1.18 0.74 0.39 0.14 ´

V L 70.73 54.86 37.84 19.58 ´

14.1.3 c) Flow to Equity (FCFE)

Sales

´Costs

´Depr

EBIT

´interest paid (*New)

EBT

´Tax

NIpunleveredq

`DeprpÑ OCF q

´Capital expenditures

´Increases in NWC

`Net Borrowing (*New)

FCFE

(ADD DETAILS HERE)

15 Lecture on 10/30/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 18.1-18.7 )

1. Project cost of capital

2. Different leverage policies

3. Other effects of financing
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4. Issuance costs

5. Securities mispricing

• Topics relevant for the upcoming exam: Chapter 14 (perfect markets), Chapter 15 (tax imperfections),

Chapter 16 (financial distress), Chapter 18.1-18.7

15.0 Three Methods for capital budgeting and valuation

1. WACC

2. APV: V L “ V u ` PV pITSq

3. FCFE: FCFEt “ FCFt ´ Interest Paymentp1´ τcq `Net Borrowingt

• The following equation is a useful combination of equations (1) and (4).

rWACC “ ru ´

ˆ

D

E `D

˙

τ ¨ rD

• Suppose a firm was to re-lever the company, what happens to the WACC?

D

E `D
“ 0.25, rD “ 5.33%, rE “ 12%, τc “ 25%

ñ rWACC “ 0.75p12%q ` p0.25qp5.33%qp1´ 0.25q “ 0.10%

Suppose the company raises D
E`D to 50%, we cannot simply change the weights, 0.75 and 0.25 to 0.5 in

the previous equation, because the re-leveraging also changes rD and rE . However, ru is un-affected,

so we can use it in both scenarios:

ru “ 0.75p12%q ` 0.25p5.33%q “ 10.33%,

For the second scenario, suffices to figure out either what rD will be or rE . Usually the former is easier

to figure out (in data or by observing the market). Suppose after re-leveraging rD “ 6.67%. Then,

10.33% “ 0.5prEq ` 0.5p6.67%q ñ rE “ 14%

Now, we can compute the rWACC as follows:

rWACC “ 0.5p14%q ` 0.5p6.67%qp1´ 0.25q “ 9.50%
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15.1 Project cost of capital

Firm rE rD
D

E`D
ñ ru

Comparable#1 12.0% 6.0% 0.40 | 9.6%

Comparable#2 10.7% 5.5% 0.25 | 9.4

Y our investment ? 6.0% 0.50 | ?

τc “ 0.25%, rWACC “?

A valid assumption is that your ru will be similar to comparable firms, so a good technique is to

assume your ru is the average of the other companies ru, that is ru “ 9.5%. With this:

9.5% “ 0.5rE ` 0.5p6.0%q ñ rE “ 13%

rWACC “ 0.5p13%q ` 0.5p6.0%qp1´ 0.25q “ 8.75%

15.2 Different leverage policies

1. Debt constant in dollars

2. Constant D
E`D ratio

3. Constant Interest Coverage Ratio; that is, interest paid is to be a constant proportion of FCF.

4. Predetermined debt levels

Interest paid in year t: pkqFCFt

Interest tax shieldt: τpkqFCFt ñ PV pITStq “ τ ¨ k ¨ PV pFCFtq

Where PV pFCFtq is captured by Vu. So the equation for the value of the company we derived before,

can be nicely simplified to V L “ V u ` PV pITStq “ V u ` τ ¨ k ¨ V u. That is:

VL “ p1` τkqV
u (6)

Example, Consider a firm with rD “ 6%, τc “ 25% and the following future debt:

t 0 1 2 3 4

Debt 35.37 20 10 ´ ´

Int. paid 2.12 1.20 0.60

ITS 0.53 0.30 0.15

PV pITSq “
0.53

1.06
`

0.30

p1.06q2
`

0.15

p1.06q3
“ $0.89M
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16 Lecture on 11/04/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 18 & 17)

1. Issuance costs

2. Securities mispricing

3. Financial Distress

(Midterm up to here)

4. Payout policy

5. Dividends & share repurchase in perfect capital markets

• Exam: Chapters 14 (just as a benchmark to compare results), 15, 16, 18.1-18.7

• From old exams:

1. 1st Midterm: Q6-Q10

2. 2nd Midterm: Q1, Q2, Q4-Q7

• Wed. Office Hours: (Prof Paker) 9:30-10:45, 1-2, (TA: Gabriel) 2-4

16.1 Issuance costs

• In the real world, issuing debt or equity implies some issuing costs (fees) that so far we have assumed

to be zero. Here are some examples of Debt and equity and the associated fees:

Financing type Underwriting fees

Bank loans ă 2%

Corporate bonds

´Investment grade 1´ 2%

´Non´ investment grade 2´ 3%

Equity Issues

´IPO 8´ 9%

´SEO pSecondary Equity Offeringq 5´ 6%
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• when computing the NPV of a project, we must subtract the PV of after tax issuing costs

NPV “ PV pBenq
loooomoooon

V L

´ PV pcostsq
looooomooooon

PV pInv. expensesq

´PV pafter ´ tax issuance costsq

16.2 Securities mispricing

• Often financial assets are mispriced. For example, if a bank is willing to lend you money at some

interest rate, but they have wrong beliefs about how risky is your project, this required return on debt

will be different than the “fair” required return.

• Example:

GAP is to borrow $100M for an expansion at rD “ 6%. However, GAP knows that his project is not

too risky and the fair rD is 5%. Assume τc “ 25%.

1. Value of borrowing if the loan has a fair rD.

t 0 1 2 3 4 5

FCF 100 ´5 ´5 ´5 ´5 ´105

ITS 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25

PV pITSq 5.41

NPV ploan at 5%q 0

net value 5.41

2. Value of borrowing if the loan has rD “ 6%.

t 0 1 2 3 4 5

FCF 100 ´6 ´6 ´6 ´6 ´106

ITS 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

PV pITSq 6.49

NPV ploan at 5%q ´4.3

net value 2.16

The company is losing $3.25 million p3.25 “ 5.41´ 2.16q because the loan is not prices fairly. Remem-

ber that the value of a loan to the company is the PV of its cashflows plus the PV of the ITS it creates.

Note how all present values are calculated using the fair rD, but the cupons and other features of the
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contract are computed using the contractual rD “ 6%.

17 Lecture on 11/11/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 17)

1. Payout policy

2. Tax disadvantage of dividends

3. Payout vs. retention of cash

4. Signalling

17.1 FCF (all-equity company)

• The FCF of a company can either be retained or payed out.

• If retained, the FCF can be invested in:

– new projects,

– to increase cash reserves

• If the FCF is payed out, it can be done in the form of:

– repurchase shares

– pay dividends. Ð often receiving dividends will imply some tax burden, so companies may

prefer to repurchase shares.

• Note on Real-world practices: If a dividend is scheduled to be payed in a given day (the record date),

typically you must own the dividend three business days earlier (the ex-dividend date).

Share repurchase

1. Open market repurchase (95%)

2. Targeted (e.g. Major shareholder selling9, major shareholder fighting10, or greenmail11)

9The company buys from a major shareholder at a discount, in order for this shareholder to not simply dump his/her shares and
have a huge impact on prices.

10A shareholder buys another shareholders shares in order to have them out of the board,etc
11It is a defensive repurchase of shares at a substantial premium to prevent a hostile takeover
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3. Tender offer12.

Dutch Auction

– These type of auctions are common mechanisms used to buy or sell shares.

– A dutch auction to sell involves potential investors entering their bids for the number of shares

they want to purchase as well as the maximum price they are willing to pay.

Example

Suppose you can to sell 150 shares and run a dutch auction. You ask potential investors for bids

and get the following responses:

Investor 1: wants to buy 100 units at a price of $23,

Investor 2: wants to buy 150 units at a price of $21,

Investor 3: wants to buy 50 units at a price of $22,

We can create a demand curve, where at a price of $23 100 units are sold, at a price of $22 150

units are sold and at a price of $21 300 units are sold. Therefore, the equilibrium is to sell all

shares at a price of $2213.

– Similarly, a dutch auction to buy involves current investors entering their bids for the number of

shares they want to sell as well as the minimum price they are willing to receive14.

Dividend puzzle

• Why do companies pay dividends if historically the taxes on dividends are higher than in capital

gains? ÑWe need some notation to answer this question.

Notation:

τd “ Investors’ dividend tax rate

τg “ Investors’ capital gains tax rate

Pcum “ Share price just before ex-dividend date

Pex “ Share price just after thre ex-dividend date15

Div “ Dividend paid

12A type of non-hostile takeover. The potential buyer often buys the shares at a premium and the offer is usually contingent on a
minimum number of shares sold

13Note that investor 1 was willing to pay 23 and buys the shares for 22. selling all shares at the same price is important in order to
incentivize investor to truthfully reveal their willingness to pay.

14With that information you can create a supply curve and find the minimum price at which all shares are sold.
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Note that when you receive dividends you get Divp1 ´ τdq, investor’s after-tax cash flow from divi-

dends. However, you also have some (after tax) capital losses of pPcum ´ Pexqp1´ τgq. In equilibrium

the following equation must hold:

pPcum ´ Pexqp1´ τgq “ Divp1´ τdq

pPcum ´ Pexq “ Div
p1´ τdq

1´ τgq

“ Divp1´
τd ´ τg
1´ τg

q

“ Divp1´ τ˚d q

where τ˚d “
τd´τg
1´τg

is the effective dividend tax rate. The difference between the simple dividend

tax rate and the effective one can be quite substantial. For example, in 2002, we had τd “ 39% and

τg “ 20%, so τ˚d “ 23.75%. This implies that in equilibrium ∆P “ p1´ 23.75%qDiv “ 0.7624 Div.

18 Lecture on 11/13/2019

TOPICS:

1. Effective dividend tax rate (Chapter 17)

2. Payout vs. retention of cash (Chapter 17)

3. Signaling (Chapter 17)

4. Rights offer (Chapter 23)

5. Convertible bonds (Chapter 24)

6. Callable bonds (Chapter 24)

18.1 Effective dividend tax rate

• Last class we saw that

pPcum ´ Pexq “ Divp1´ τ˚d q,

That is, when comparing the price of a stock before and after the ex-divident date should be equal to

the value of the dividend net of its “effective” tax rate
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Example

1. τd “ 20%, τg “ 0, ñ τ˚d “ 20%

2. τd “ 20%, τg “ 20%, ñ τ˚d “ 0

3. τd “ 0, τg “ 0, ñ τ˚d “ 0

Notice that the tax rate on dividends is just half of the story, the effective tax rate is really important,

as it captures the implicit cost of taxes on capital gains/loses.

• Sources of tax differences across investors:

– Income levels

– Investment horizon (e.g. Capital gains are taxes if they are held for more than a year, and divi-

dends are taxes if they are held for 61 days or more)

– Tax jurisdiction (state taxes differ from state to state, similarly international taxes)

– Type of investor or investment account (e.g. for profit, non-profit, personal investor, hedge-fund,

etc.)

18.2 Payout vs. retention of cash

• Every dollar a company has on FCF, it can be used to increase cash reserves (so the money stays within

the company), or be used to pay dividends or repurchase stock.

• Must keep in mind that these decisions affect how leveraged is the company. While increasing cash

reserves decreases the leverage, while paying it out increases leverage.

Example

Assume a firm whose only asset is $100 in cash.

1. Pay the entire $100 as cash dividend. Then Pcum “ Pex `Divp1´ τ
˚
d q “ 0` 100

´

1´τd
1´τg

¯

2. Retain the $100 cash and invest in the T-bills. Then firm can pay a perpetual dividend of Div “

100prf qp1 ´ τdq each year. ñ the stockholder would keep 100prf qp1 ´ τcqp1 ´ τdq each year.

Therefore,the PV of the cash inflows to the stockholders:

PV pCash inflowsq “
100prf qp1´ τcqp1´ τdq

rf p1´ τiq
:“ Preturn
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3. Lets write these two prices, Pcum and Preturn, in terms of each other to obtain the following:16

Preturn “ Pcum

„

p1´ τcqp1´ τgq

1´ τi



“ Pcump1´ τ
˚
returnq

where τ˚return “ 1´
p1´τcqp1´τgq

1´τi
is the effective tax disadvantage of retaining excess cash.

19 Lecture on 11/18/2019

TOPICS:

1. Taxes and cash retention (Chapter 17)

2. Signaling (Chapter 17)

3. Seasoned equity offering (Chapter 23)

4. Convertible bonds (Chapter 24)

5. Callable bonds (Chapter 24)

6. Leasing (Chapter 25)

19.1 Payout vs. retention of cash

• We defined last class the rate τ˚return which gives a measure of how much the company could be

hurting the stock holders by retaining cash. In order to conclude this we assumed two things:

1. The retained cash is invested in a safe (low return) asset like treasury bills.

2. Stockholders also have access to invest in treasury bills.

That is, to be more precise, τ˚return measures the cost of retaining cash only in terms of tax differences.

• In actuality, cash holdings can benefit or hurt the stockholders due to the following reasons:

1. retained cash is used to avoid the cost of raising funds to invest in future projects. (remember

the cost of issuance ranges between 3 and 7% for debt and 1 to 3% for equity.

2. To buffer against possible future volatilities/losses.

16One way to do it is to solve the first equation as follows: 1´ τd “
Pcum
100

p1´ τgq and substituting it in the second equation.
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3. To reduce leverage. Remember that the value of the company varies with leverage and there is

an optimal level due to the following relationship:

V L “ V U ` PV pITSq ´ PV pfin. distressq ` PV pagency ben.q ´ PV pagency costsq

4. To spend on managers’ pet projects, perks, excessive salaries, etc.

19.2 Signaling

• Usually, the managers or CEO’s have better information about the company than stock holders. So

their actions can provide information and signal to stockholders the state of the company.

• Two actions are very important signals of manager’s beliefs on the company: increasing/decreasing

dividends and issuing/repurchasing stock.

1. If Dividends increase:

– Managers have an optimistic forecast (+)

– Lack of good investment opportunities (-)

2. If Dividends decrease:

– Managers have a pessimistic forecast (-)

– Abundance of good investment opportunities (+)

Even though, the same action can be interpreted as either a good signal or as a bad signal, usually

you can figure out which is the case one studying the particular company, and often the story

about forecasts is the prevailing reason for a change in dividend policy.

19.3 Seasoned equity offering

• A seasoned equity offering or second equity offering (SEO)

• Example:

Let’s suppose there are some current stockholders, and the price is $2 per share. If you issue more

shares and sell them at a lower price, say $1, you will decrease the value of the incumbent shares as

well. For example, let’s assume there were 50 shares and you issue 50 shares.

The value of the company after issuing shares is Equity “ p2qp50q ` p1qp50q “ 150 and the total

number of shares is 100, so the price per share is 150{100 “ $1.5 per share.
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Note that, conversely, if the new shares are sold at a higher price, then the old shareholders benefit.

• Example: (2)

Let suppose the same situation 50 current shares and 50 are issued, however, instead of selling them

to new stock holders, you resell them to existing stock holders at a price of $1.

The price of shares still decreases to $1.5, but stock holders have 2 shares, with a total value of $3.

Note that we have implicitly assumed that you have a way to increase the value of the company from

$100 to $150, the difference from the first and second case is that in the second case, the current stock

holders keep whatever the company grows, while in the former, new stockholders keep the extra

growth, and so it matters at what price the shares are sold.

• Rights offering

Let’s suppose there are 1 million shares with a value of $20 per share. The company wants to raise $5

million in equity that can be sold at a price of $10 per share. How can you ensure that all stockholders

equally enjoy the company’s growth? Note that since current stock holders will pay for this grow,

they will remain indifferent at the end.

Since there are 1 million shares, and the company will issue p5mq{p10q “ 500, 000 new shares. If they

are divided equally among stockholders: p1mq{p500kq “ 2 we get that current stock holders must

have 2 old shares in order to buy 1 of the new shares.

Then, the value of the company is Equity “ p1mqp20q ` 5m “ $25m and number of shares is 1m `

500k “ 1, 500, 000 shares, so the price per share is 25m{1.5m “ $16.67. Each stockholder that had

2 shares will now have 3 and. Before the total value of its shares was $40 and now is $50 and that

increase in value cost them $10, so in terms of wealth they are indifferent.

• Big picture: whenever current stockholders have the right to first decide whether to buy new shares

or not, you protect them against new issuances.

19.4 Callable vs convertible bonds

• Callable bonds are bonds were the borrower has the right to unilaterally cancel the contract (perhaps

by paying a fee, or compensation).

• This type of bonds necessarily benefits borrowers (compared to standard bonds were the contract

cannot be cancelled), since it gives them more freedom to the borrower and will only cancel it when

there is an opportunity to re-finance at a lower interest rate.
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• Convertible bonds are bonds were the lender can choose to convert the bonds into shares. This means

that if the prospects of the company improve, the lender can enjoy the extra benefits of the company.

• Often times, these clauses go together in bond contracts.

20 Lecture on 11/20/2019

TOPICS:

1. Leasing (Chapter 25)

20.1 Perfect Markets

• In a perfect market:

PV pPurchase Priceq “ PV pLease Paymentq ` PV pResidual Valueq

• Example Purchase price (of a forklift)=$20, 000 at t “ 0. 4-year lease, residual value “ $6, 000 at t “ 4.

No risk that lessee will default on the lease. rf “ 6%, monthly lease “?

PV pLease Paymentsq “ 20, 000´ 6,000
p1.005q48 “ 15, 277.41. So how much should you pay in each period?

0 1 2 . . . 47 48

L L L . . . L

PV “ 15, 277.41

n “ 48

i “ 0.005

mode“begin

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

PMT “ 357.01{month

• Lease vs. Purchase?

Purchase Price “ PV pLoan Paymentsq

0 1 2 . . . 47 48

M M . . . M M
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PV “ 20, 000

n “ 48

i “ 0.005

mode“end

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

PMT “ 469.70{month

To compare the two, you can compare the NPV of the difference of the two cash flows.

0 1 2 . . . 47 48

´357.01 112.69 112.69 . . . 112.69 469.70

As expected, the value of buying vs. leasing is the present value of the salvage value. Since is the net

entitlement that buying gives you: NPV “ 6,000
p1.005q48 “ 4, 722.59.

• End-of-Term Lease Options:

Often a lease contract gives the lessee the option to buy the good at the end of the lease. Here are

some common way in which such option is presented:

1. Fair Market Value Lease: you can buy the good at the running price at the end of the lease,

usually obtained from the blue book or other public benchmark.

2. Fixed Price Lease: the contract fixes in advance the price of the good at the end of the lease.

3. Fair Market Value Cap Lease: you pay the running market price, unless it is too high, in which

case you pay a pre-determined price.

4. $1.00 Out Lease: you basically get the good at the end of the lease.

• Notice that the lease payments are in general treated as costs that reduce your taxable income. There

is a possible conflict of interests between choosing whether to buy a piece of equipment that can

be depreciated over a (government decided) period of time, or as a lease whose length is decided

by the company. Similarly, if the company fills for bankruptcy, own equipment can be used to pay

debtors, while leased equipment cannot. Therefore, we have different classifications of leases, from

the perspective of accountants, the IRS and bankruptcy courts:

1. Accounting: Operating Lease vs. Capital Lease

2. IRS (Tax treatment): True tax Lease vs. Non-tax Lease

3. Bankruptcy Courts: True Lease vs. Security Interests
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20.2 Imperfect Markets (w/ taxes)

• Example: Emory Co. $50, 000 printing press, 5 yr useful life: no salvage value. If buy, straight-line

depr. over 5 yrs. You can lease for $12, 500/ yr.for 5 years. τc “ 35%, rD “ 8%

Would you lease it or would you buy it?

BUY:

0 1 2 3 4 5

Cap. Expend. ´50, 000

Depr. tax shield 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500

FCF ´50, 000 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500

LEASE:

0 1 2 3 4 5

Lease Payments ´12, 500 ´12, 500 ´12, 500 ´12, 500 ´12, 500 0

Income tax shield 4, 375 4, 375 4, 375 4, 375 4, 375

FCF ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 0

We can simply compare the NPV of each option and choose the better one. Note that you should use

rDp1´ τcq as your discount rate: rDp1´ τcq “ 8%p1´ 0.35q “ 5.2%

NPV pBuyq “ ´$34, 930.24

NPV pLeaseq “ ´$36, 802.50

Therefore, you should buy the printing press. Note that if you use the discount rate rD “ 8% your

decision would be to lease, and it would be wrong!

• An important hurdle to be aware of is that buying the machine, instead of leasing, requires you to

pay the $50, 000 up-front. If you do not have the money today, how can you still benefit from buying

instead of leasing?

• The Lease-Equivalent Loan

0 1 2 3 4 5

FCF pLeaseq ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 0

FCF pBuyq ´50, 000 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500

FCF pLease´Buyq 41, 875 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´3, 500
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Notice that what the table says is that if you lease, rather than buy, you save 41`K at time zero, but

you loose 11`K for the next 5 periods. In fact, the present value of the losses in the next 5 years is

$43, 747, bigger than what you save today. This means that you should be able to go to the bank

and get a loan where you pay in interests the same as timeline and get enough money to be able to

purchase the machine.

Another way to see this is that the IRR of the cashflows is 7% which is larger than 5.2%, so if you can

find a loan that charges at most 7% it is worth taking it in order to buy the machine instead of leasing

it.

21 Lecture on 11/25/2019

TOPICS:

1. Leasing (Chapter 25)

2. Convertible bonds (Chapter 24)

3. Callable bonds (Chapter 24)

21.1 Leasing

• Example: Emory Co. (described above):

Recall we found out that the machine should be bought instead os leased. We were discussing if it

would be worth to get a loan in order to make the purchase (if the mone to buy was not available. The

next table shows that the answer is yes.
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The Lease-Equivalent Loan

0 1 2 3 4 5

FCF pLease´Buyq ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´3, 500

Lease-Equiv Loan Balance 43, 747 34, 397 24, 561 14, 213 3, 327 0

Net Borrowing 43, 747 ´9, 350 ´9, 836 ´10, 348 ´10, 886 ´3, 327

Interestp8%q ´3, 500 ´2752 ´1965 ´1137 ´266

Int. tax shieldp35%q 1, 225 963 688 398 93

After-tax cash flow of loan 43, 747 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´11, 625 ´3, 500

FCF pBuyq ´50, 000 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500 3, 500

Cash flows (Borrow+Buy) ´6, 253 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 ´8, 125 0

Compare the last line with the FCF of a lease. Notice that, except for the first period, the cashflows

are identical. In fact, the cashflow is in the first period is larger, (smaller in absolute value) this shows

that it is better to burrow money and buy the car instead of leasing. This justifies our first answer that

suggested to buy instead of leasing.

• Example: Suppose we are considering the same machine as the example above, but the question now

is if it is worth it to buy it and then lease it to someone else given the following market prices: Lease

“ $11, 800, rD “ 8%, τC “ 15%

BUY:

0 1 2 3 4 5

Cap. Expend. ´50, 000

Depr. tax shield 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500

FCF ´50, 000 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500

LEASE:

0 1 2 3 4 5

Lease Income ´11, 800 ´11, 800 ´11, 800 ´11, 800 ´11, 800 0

Tax p15%q ´1, 170 ´1, 170 ´1, 170 ´1, 170 ´1, 170

FCF 10, 030 10, 030 10, 030 10, 030 10, 030 0

Buy and Lease ´39, 970 11, 530 11, 530 11, 530 11, 530 1, 500
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The discount rate is 8%p1 ´ 15%q “ 6.8%. Then NPV pBuy & Lease at 6.8%q “ 341. In this case, it is

worth buying and leasing the machine.

• Example:

Purchase price=$15M, Depr. 5 yrs, straight-line, no salvage value. Maintenance expenses if purchased

“ 1M/yr (before tax)17

Lease “ $4.2M/yr, no maintenance expenses, rD “ 7%, τC “ 35%

BUY:

0 1 2 3 4 5

Cap. Expend. ´15M

Depr. tax shield 1, 050, 000 1, 050, 000 1, 050, 000 1, 050, 000 1, 050, 000

Maintenance exp.18 ´650, 000 ´650, 000 ´650, 000 ´650, 000 ´650, 000

FCF ´15M 400, 000 400, 000 400, 000 400, 000 400, 000

LEASE:

0 1 2 3 4 5

Lease ´4.2M ´4.2M ´4.2M ´4.2M ´4.2M 0

Income tax shield ´1.47M ´1.47M ´1.47M ´1.47M ´1.47M

FCF ´2.73M 2.73M 2.73M 2.73M 2.73M 0

At a discount rate of rDp1 ´ τCq “ 4.55% we have that NPV pLease ´ Buyq “ $733, 955. That is, we

should lease the machine. What if we were interested on finding the break-even value of the lease.

Clearly it has to be larger, but by how much? We can leave the lease as a variable and solve for the

value that makes NPV “ 0, a useful trick is to find directly by how much it should increase:

PV “ 733, 955

n “ 5

i “ 4.55%

mode“begin

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

PMT “ 160, 135.66

The FCF of the lease should increase by 160, 135.66 in each period, which is an after tax value, so the

lease should increase by x where xp1 ´ 0.35q “ 160, 135.66, so x “ $246, 363. That is, if the lease is
17Note that, typically, you are only responsible of maintenance if you buy the machine.
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equal to 4.2M ` 160, 135.66 “ $4, 360, 135.66, the company is indifferent between buying and leasing.

21.2 Convertible bonds

• Conversion ratio “ #shares/ bond

• Conversion value “(Conversion ratio)(Pshares)

• Conversion price “ Par value of bond
Conversion ratio

• Example:

Par“ $1, 000, Maturity “ 8 years, Coupon“ 10% semi-annually paid, Y TM “ 14%.

Conversion ratio “ 10

First, let’s find the straight-bond value:

FV “ 1, 000

n “ 16

i “ 7%

PMT “ 50

mode“end

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

PV “ 811.07

The value of exercising your convertible rights is (Conversion ratio)(Pshares)10Pshares. That is, own-

ing the bond gives you the right to 10 shares, each with a price of Pshares. Therefore, you will never

convert your bonds if the price is below $81.10 and you would like to make the conversion if it is

above this value. (See graph below)

If the bond was at maturity, the value of the bond would be either the horizontal line (for low share

prizes), of the upward sloping (slope“ 10) line for high share prizes19. Therefore, the actual value of

the conversion in the convex curve on top of those two segments of lines.
19Please note that at maturity, the price of a straight loan would be larger, but the idea of the statement, is that the straight lines
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22 Lecture on 11/27/2019

TOPICS:

1. Callable bonds (Chapter 24)

2. Working Capital Management (Chapter 26)

(a) Trade credit

(b) Cash management

3. Short-term financial planning (Chapter 27)

(a) Matching principle

(b) Bank loans

(c) APR vs EAR (Outside the book)

[Ch. 26: Section 26.2 & 26.26.6 only]

22.1 Callable bonds

• YTM vs. YTC (Yield to Call): In contrast with plain bonds, callable bonds are only locally convex (see

figure below)

If the yield of the bond falls below some point, the bond is called and its value decreases.

represent the value of the bond if there was no uncertainty about future share prices, like in maturity where there is no relevant future
price.
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• Example: Par “ $1, 000, PV“ 1, 030, Maturity“ 5 yrs, Coupon“ 8%, annually paid, Callability after 1

yr and 1, 020

n “ 5

PV “ ´1, 030

PMT “ 80

FV “ 1, 000

mode“end

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

i “ 7.26% pY TMq

n “ 1

PV “ ´1, 030

PMT “ 80

FV “ 1, 020

mode“end

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

i “ 6.80% pY TCq

Notice that the YTC is computed similarly as YTM but the maturity is equal to the time where the

bond can be called.

22.2 Working Capital

• Working capital=Cash+Inventory+Receivables+Payables

22.2.1 Trade credit

1. Accounts receivables: Usually companies are not paid immediately. The terms of how much

time before they get paid looks as follows.

Example: 2{10, net 30. This is jargon that means from the agreed price you get a 2% discount if

you pay within the next 10 days, otherwise you pay the full price and have up to 30 days to pay.

If you were given this terms, would you take the 2% discount?

Suppose the price is $100, not taking the offer means that you are willing to pay $2 (interest) in

order to keep $98 for 20 days:

2
98 “ 2.04% for 20 days. This implies EAR “ p1` 0.0204qp365{20q ´ 1 “ 44.6%

If instead you can borrow from a bank at a lower rate, it is better to borrow from the bank and

use the 2% discount offer.

Example: 1{15, net 40

EAR “
`

1` 1
99

˘365{25
´ 1 “ 15.8%

Note that the 1{99 comes from the fact that the discount is of 1%, so you keep 99 dollars longer,

and the denominator in 365{25 comes from the fact that you keep the 99 dollars for 40´ 15 “ 25

more days.
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22.2.2 Cash Management

• Before we saw that companies should not keep extra cash without a strong motivation. However, a

company does need cash for a couple of reasons:

1. Transactions balance

2. Pre-cautionary

3. Compensatory

Cash kept for these reasons is not considered extra cash.

• Alternative (near-cash) Investments20:

1. T-bills

2. Certificates of deposit (CD)

3. Repurchase agreements

4. Banker’s acceptances

5. Commercial paper

6. Short-term tax exempts (Munies)

22.3 Short-term financial planning

22.3.1 Matching principle

• In general, sort-term (ST) needs should be financed with ST debt, and long-term (LT) needs should be

financed with LT debt.

• ST debt is usually riskier than LT, so ST is typically called more “aggressive”, while LT is considered

more “conservative”.

• Example: Suppose there is an 8% 2-yr investment and a 1-year investment of 6%21. What is your

expected value of the short term (1-year) rate next year:

p1.08q2 “ p1.06qp1 ` xq, therefore x “ 10.04% is your expectation about the 1-yr interest rates for

next year. Since investing for two years should be roughly equal to investing for one year and then

reinvesting for another year.

20Make sure to be familiar with the terminology. Look for these concepts in the book or on internet.
21remember that the yield curve is usually upward sloping
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22.3.2 Bank loans

• Lines of credit are of two kinds:

1. Committed: The bank agrees to be willing to lend you money at some terms and this offer cannot

be declined during the duration of the line of credit.

2. Uncommitted: The bank offers to lend you money at some terms, but keeps the right to take

away the offer at any point in time22.

• Lines of credit can also be revolving (they automatically renew until one of the parties decides to stop

the renewal. They are also called “evergreen” lines of credit.

• Example: (Commitment fees)

Committed line of credit line of credit for $1M, interest rate “ 10% APR annually comp, commitment

fee “ 0.5%. If the firm borrows $800, 00 only, what is the EAR? (clearly more than 10% since interests

are paid on the un-used line of credit as well:)

0 1

800, 000 ´880, 000

´1, 000 p“ 200, 000p.5%qq

´881, 000

Then EAR “ 81,000
800,000 “ 10.125%

• Example: (Loan Origination Fees)

Loan “ $500, 000, 3 months, APR “ 12%, origination fee “ 1%, EAR“?

0 1

500, 000 ´515, 000

´5, 000

495, 000

Then i “ 20,000
295,000 “ 4.04%, so EAR “ p1` 0.0404q12{3 ´ 1 “ 17.17% which corresponds to an APR “

4p4.04%q “ 16.16, significantly larger than 12%

22Clearly the uncommitted is riskier for the company, but it is usually cheaper as well
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• Example: (Compensatory Balance Requirements)

$500, 000 loan for 3 months, APR=12%, compensatory balance “ 10% of loan:

0 1

500, 000 ´515, 000

´50, 000 50, 000

450, 000 ´465, 000

Therefore, i “ 15,000
450,000 “ 3.33% for 3 months, so EAR “ p1`0.033q12{3´1 “ 14.01%, that is equivalent

to an APR “ 4p3.33%q “ 13.32%.

Importantly, these calculations of APR and EAR do not depend on the size of the loan.

23 Lecture on 12/02/2019

TOPICS:

1. Mergers and Acquisitions (Chapter 28)

2. Insurance (Chapter 30)

-The final exam is cumulative. However, 60% (˘10%) of it will be about the new topics, the rest will be of

the previous topics

23.1 Mergers and Acquisitions

• Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) involve two sides:

1. Buyer, acquirer or bidder

2. Seller of target

• Depending on the relationship between the two firms we can classify M&A as:

1. Horizontal: The companies are competitors, and the M&A reduces competition (in general)

2. Vertical: one of the company provides an input to the other one. The M&A, in general, reduces

the cost or risk of the buyer company.

3. Conglomerate: The companies are not directly related

• If we classify M&A in terms of their payment form we can split them in two:
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1. Cash

2. Stock Swap

• At face value, a merger is the combination of two companies, while an acquisition is one company

taking over the control of another company. However, in practice, the governance of a company does

not always follow the distinctions between these two terms. By looking at the board, one can uncover

who is really in control.

• Common reasons to acquire:

1. Economies of scale/Economies of scope: These occur whenever a company benefits from either

having a larger production (scale), or producing more products (scope).

2. Vertical integration: acquiring a company that produces one of your inputs may reduce its costs

or production risks.

3. Expertise: This is a way to purchase the technology or expertise developed by another company

4. Monopoly gains: By acquiring your competitor you can increase your monopoly power and

increase profits.

5. Efficiency gains: If by combining the strengths of two companies (Ying and Yang) the prod-

uct/service can be provided more efficiently, a merger is justified. Implicitly this also may in-

clude reducing duplication of processes (reducing costs), or ousting inefficient management of

target company (improving margins too)

6. Tax savings: For example, consider 2 companies each has a 50% prob of earning $50M and 50%

prob of loosing $20M, with perfect negative correlation.

After tax, Ying has a 50% prob of earning $50p1´ 0.34%q “ $33M and 50% prob of loosing $20M

(no tax, no loss carryforward). Then the expected value of the after-tax earnings are Epπq “

0.5p33q ` 0.5p´20q “ $6.5M, and similarly for Yang, so the sum of their expected profits is $13M.

Whenever Ying makes $50M, Yang makes´$20M and vice-versa. So, if they merge, the resulting

company always makes $30M which after-tax implies a profit of 30p1´ 0.34q “ $19.8M, which is

larger than when separated.

Upshot: if tax rates are progressive, the more volatile your earnings, the more you end up paying.

7. Diversification: This usually leads to a conglomerate M&A. Notice that, in general, stockholders

can achieve diversification on their own buying stock from other companies. So diversification
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is not justified simply by this. However, in reality a diversified company may have other bene-

fits, by lowering the probability of financial distress (generally costly) which lowers the cost of

borrowing.

8. Earnings growth:

9. Managerial motives: An M&A for this reason represents an agency cost to the stockholders.

These motives imply that thee company was merged or acquired simply because management

wanted the prestige or “cool factor” of running a larger company, etc.

Useful Notation

– A: Acquirer’s market value

– T : Target’s market value

– Pre-merger value: A` T

– Post-merger value: A`T` S
loomoon

, where S should is the synergies created and should be positive

if the M&A is justified.

– Ni: # of Shares

– Pi: Share price

A stock-swap merger is a positive NPV investment if

A` T ` S

NA `X
ą

A

NA

where X “ new shares of A to be given to T ’s shareholders.

We can manipulate the above inequality to obtain a useful represenatation:

A` T ` S

NA `X
ą

A

NA
A` T ` S

A
ą

NA `X

NA

1`
T ` S

A
ą 1`

X

NA
ˆ

T ` S

A

˙

NA ą X

ˆ

T ` S

A

˙

NA
NT

ą
X

NT
Ð Exchange rate
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ˆ

T ` S

A

˙

A{PA
T {PT

ą
X

NT
ˆ

T ` S

T

˙

PT
PA

ą
X

NT

• Example:

PA “ 25/share (pre-merger), PT “ 30/share (pre-merger), NT “ 1.033 billion shares (pre-merger),

S “ $12B

Then, the exchange rate ă 1.665 and 12B
1.033B “ $11.62 synergy per share of T . That is A could offer up

to $41.62/share of T . That is 41.62
25 “ 1, 665 shares of A.

24 Lecture on 12/04/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 30)

1. Risk Management

(a) Insurance

(b) Commodity price risk

-For the final exam: old coverage is Chapters 7, 8, 15 and 18

24.1 Risk Management

24.1.1 Insurance

• Important equations:

Actuarially fair insurance premium in a perfect market23 “
expected loss

1` rL

rL “ rf ` βLprmkt ´ rf q

where βL is the β of the event leading to a loss. For example, if the event is a fire, then βL “ 0

(the event is uncorrelated with what happens in the overall economy), and if it is a hurricane or

earthquake, then βL ă 0 (This is an aggregate shock that affects the whole economy, and having

23For short we will simply call it “insurance premium”
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insurance will lead to you receiving payments. Thus, negative shocks in the market are negatively

correlated with the insurance paying you money).

Example:

Loss “ $1B, Prob(loss)“ 0.1%, rf “ 4%, rm “ 10%.

Consider two cases 1) βL “ 0 and 2) βL “ ´2.5. Then:

1. rL “ rf ` βLprmkt ´ rf q implies rL “ 4%,

Expected loss “ p0.1%qp1Bq “ $1M

Insurance Premium “ $1M
1`0.04 “ $961, 538

2. rL “ ´11% now, so

Insurance premium “ $1M
1`0.11 “ $1, 124M.

• Imperfections can be:

1. Client side

2. Insurance company side

Client side

Example: (Financial distress costs - client side)

There is an Airline Co., Prob of accident “ 1%, β (of accident) “ 0, rf “ 4%, Policy pays $150M in

case of accident.

1. (Actuarially fair premium)

“
p1%qp150Mq

1`0.04 “ $1.44M

2. From the Airline Co. perspective:

PVcost “ $1.44M

PVbenefits “
150M`40M`10M

1`0.04 p1%q “ $1.92M, where the 40M ` 10M are the estimated benefits of

having insurance and not falling into financial distress. That is, the premium of the insurance is

no longer fair, since the benefits are larger than the costs.

Example: (Tax rate fluctuations)

Example:

There is a Farmer, prob of crop failure “ 10%, βpcrop failureq “ 0, rf “ 4%
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The farmer’s marginal tax rate : 35% in good times (since income is larger) 15% in bad times.

Suppose the insurance pays $100, 000 if crop fails.

Actuarially fair premium “
10%p100,000q

1.04 “ $9, 615

NPV “ ´9, 615p1´ 0.35q
loooooooooomoooooooooon

PVcosts

`

„

10%p100, 000q

1.04



p1´ 0.15q
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

PVBenefits

“ $1, 923 ą 0 !

Insurance market imperfections

1. Administrative & overhead costs: Insurance companies need to pay their staff, etc but this cost

is not related to the cost of accident or its probability, so the insurance would not be fair priced

(more expensive)

2. Adverse selection: Insurance companies cannot always distinguish which clients are more risky

so it might input higher risk to a not-so-risky client and the premium higher than the fair.

3. Moral hazard: Clients can sometimes not take the precautions necessary after acquiring insur-

ance and increase the probability of a loss, since the company does not perfectly know when this

happens it usually charges deductibles, and the price is no longer fair.

Example: Loss “ $450M, Prob“ 2%, β “ ´0.5, rf “ 5%, rm “ 10%, no taxes.

Actuarily fair premium “
2%p450Mq

1.025 “ $8.78M

Insurance company actually charges: 8.78p1.2q “ $10.098M

Note that the 1.20 represents the fact that the insurance Co. is charging more than the fair price. This

is likely due to the fact that the client actually values more having insurance than simply avoiding the

loss. How much?

10.098
loomoon

PVcosts

“
2%p450M ` xq

1.025
loooooooomoooooooon

PVbenefits

ñ x “ 67.55M

Example: Prob of loss “ 9%, Loss “ $10M, β “ 0, rf “ 5%.

Actuarily fair premium “
9%p10Mq

1.05 “ $857, 143M

Assume there is a new technology that costs $100, 000 and reduces the probability from 9% to 4%

Note that if the client is uninsured, investing in this new technology makes sense. The expected

savings are p9%´ 4%qp10Mq “ $500, 000, thus the NPV is ´100, 000` 500,000
1.05 “ $376, 190
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However, if you are insured, the expected savings are zero, so the NPV of investing is negative.

Insurance can modify the insurance contract and charge a deductible to incentivize clients to adopt

measures that reduce the probability of a loss (thus decreasing the moral hazard problem). How large

should the deductible be?

Installing the new gadget reduces the probability that the client pays the deductible, so the present

value of the expected savings are: 5%pDq
1.05 . For it to be worth taking the investment it must be the case

that:

NPV “ ´100, 000 ` 5%pDq
1.05 “ 0 ñ D “ $2.1M. But given the adoption of the new technology, the

premium can decrease:

New premium “
4%p7.9Mq

1.05 “ $300, 952.

Client’s expenses “ 300, 952` 100, 000` 4%p2.1Mq
1.05 “ $480, 952

25 Lecture on 12/09/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 30)

1. Interest rate risk

2. Duration

25.1 Interest rate risk and Maturity

• Fluctuations in interest rates implies fluctuations in the price of a bond. In particular

BPBond
Br

ă 0

• The interest rate risk is a function of: Maturity, coupon rate and YTM:

Interest Rate Risk “ fpMaturity, coupon rate,YTMq

• Maturity is relevant for interest rate risk because if the interest rates increase, the price of long-term

bonds (with larger maturity) decreases more than the price of short-term bonds. Usually, assets are

comprised of long-terms bonds, while liabilities are short term bonds. Therefore, the increase in the

interest rate reduces the market value of the company and of equity.
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• Similarly, bonds with lower YTM or lower coupon rate have higher interest rate risk. This is because

the lower the YTM or coupon rate, the more the profitability of a bond depends on the par value

received at maturity. Since the payment is in the future, it is vulnerable to changes in interest rates.

• Duration combines these three elements in a single number that measures interest rate risk.

Duration “

T
ÿ

t“1

t ¨ pFraction of initial investment received at time tq

“

T
ÿ

t“1

t ¨

ˆ

PV of PMT

PVBond

˙

“

T
ÿ

t“1

t ¨

ˆ

PMT {p1` iqt

P0

˙

Notice that the “big” parenthesis in the formula is simply the weight that measures what proportion

of the value of the bond is received in each period.

• Intuition: You should think of duration as the average TIME when a coupon pays out money. There-

fore, duration must always be a number between 0 and the maturity of the bond.

• Keep in mind that reducing the interest rate risk, you are increasing the reinvestment risk.

• Reinvestment risk is the risk of not being able to find profitable projects to invest in in the future.

If a bond payout relatively early (low duration), you will want to reinvestment some or all of that

payment in another investment and thus will face more reinvestment risk.

Assets MV p$q D Liabilities MV p$q D

Cash 10 0 Check Accts 120 0

Auto loans 120 2 CD 90 1

Mortgages 170 8 LT Financing 75 12

Total 300 5.33 Non´ equity Liab 285 3.47

Equity 15 ?

Total 300
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DG`H “

ˆ

G

G`H

˙

DG `

ˆ

H

G`H

˙

DH

DG´H “

ˆ

G

G´H

˙

DG ´

ˆ

H

G´H

˙

DH

DEquity “ DA´L “

ˆ

A

A´ L

˙

DA ´

ˆ

L

A´ L

˙

DL

DE “
300

15
5.33´

285

15
3.47 “ 40.67!!

What would you have to do to make DE “ 0 (Not that it is advised, we simply want do the exercise).

DGAP “ 0 ñ 0 “ DA ´
285

300
p3.47q then DA “ 3.30

To achieve that we need:

3.30
loomoon

DA

“
10` x

300
p0q `

120

300
`

170´ x

300
p8q ñ x “ 76.3

26 Lecture on 12/11/2019

TOPICS: (CHAPTER 30)

1. Exchange rate risk

2. Interest rate parity & Covered Interest Arbitrage

Questions recommended for studying from old exams (Fall 2018):

1st MT: Q 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9

2nd MT: Q 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Final: Q 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10

• Macaulay Duration

– Whenever we talk about the effect of a 1% increase in interest rate, we need to recognize that it

is an academic question, that usually is not observed in the real world. Though still useful, wee

need to be mindful of the following real-world complications:

1) There is single interest rate, for example the yield curve shows that different maturities have

different rates, and a portfolio typically contains assets with different maturities. So we are

implicitly assuming a parallel shift in the yield curve, which might not be the case.
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2) We usually use derivatives to analyze changes. These exercises assume small changes, and

are, in general, approximations. The approximation error increases, the larger the actual change.

3) When using Macaulay duration to study interest rate risk of a portfolio, we implicitly assume

that all assets are plain vanilla bonds. If this is not the case, it should be taken as an approxima-

tion.

26.1 Exchange rate risk

• Hedging the exchange rate risk

1. Forward contract

2. Option contract

3. Cash-and-carry strategy

Example: (Japanese Bank vs. Japanese Exporter, Shimano).

Japanese bank agrees to buy $100M next year from Shimano at F1 “ U110.7{$

S0 “ U116.5{$, F1 “ U110.7{$, r$ “ 4.85%, rU0.10%

1. Bank borrows today $100m
1.0485 “ $95.37M (to pay back $100M next year)

2. Bank converts $95.37M on the spot mkt to get p$95.7MqpU116{$q “ U11.06 billion

3. Banks invests U11.06B in Japan at 0.10% to receive p11.06Bqp1.001q “ U11.07B next year.

Example:

In USA $1 Ñ $1` i$

In UK:

1. Convert $1 into £
´

1
S0

¯

2. Invest in UK bounds at t “ 1: £
´

1
S0

¯

p1` i£q

3. Sell forward above £ proceeds to get back $:

ˆ

1

s0

˙

p1` i£qF1 “
F1

S0
p1` i£q

Side Comment: exchange rates are ratios of currencies. and there is no general rule of which

currency goes on the numerator and which on the denominator. However, for most pairs of

currencies, people are used to see the exchange rate in a particular formula. For example, dollars
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per pound, or Mexican pesos per dollar, Yen per dollar, etc. The choice is usually made so that

the resulting number is not a decimal with a lot of decimal places, so the “expensive” currency

goes in the denominator24.

• In equilibrium, the returns in different countries must be very similar. Otherwise, investors will move

to the more profitable currency.

• In equilibrium25:

1` i$ “
F1

S0
p1` i£q

F1

S0
“

1` i$
1` i£

Cov. Int. Parity

24Keep in mind that if the value of pounds decreases, say, 7% against the dollar, does not mean that the dollar has increased 7%
against the pound. The base is different, so the same change will look differently depending of whether you express it in terms of
dollars or pounds.

25Importantly, we are comparing countries that are similar and risk, state of law, etc.
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